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OPENING CEREMONY

•

The meeting was opened at 10.40 a.mo with Mr DEWULF,
acting-Chairman, in the chairo
Mr Michel VAN MAELE, mayor of Bruges, welcomed the delegates.
He recalled that Bruges had both E1)..ropean and African affiliations,·
which made the toVvn a most fitting venue for discussions within
the joint institution of the Association between countries which,
although of different economic levels, were legally equal and
soverei~.
He pointed out that the Association had broken new
ground and hoped that as further experience was gained, it would
consolidate and expand despite the jealousies it aroused; these,
he said, were in fact proof of the Association's vitality and
effectiveness for, as the African proverb put it, 'you don't throw
stones at a tree that bears no fruit'o
Mr BERKHOLNffiR, President of the European Parliament, said that
it was important to him to attend the opening ceremony as an indication of the significance which the European Parliament as a whole
attached to the meetings of the Joint Committee of the Association.
Alluding in turn to the reasons which made Bruges an ideal venue
for meetings of the bodies of the Parliamentary Conference of the
Association, he said he wished to thank the town for its hospitality
and its awareness of the problems of developing countrieso He also
thanked Mr DEWULF for organizing the meeting, stressing that in him,
the Parliament had a Vice-President who believed in the Association
and took a keen interest in its activities and in the problems of
development in generalo

•

Mr FALL BABAHA, spokesman for the African delegates, thanked
the authorities of the tovm of Bruges and Mr DEWULF for the warm
welcome they had receivedo Taking brief stock of the situation, he
began by mentioning a happy event, the accession of Mauritius,
which was now a full member of the Association. But there were
others less fortunate, such as the Plight of five of the Sahel
countries, amongst the least advanced, which were suffering a
tragic droughto He observed that there had been a movement of genuine solidarity on the part of all members of the Association and
that prompt and effective aid had come from both the Member States
of the EEC and the other African States of the Association. For
this reason, far from being discouraged by misfortune, the Sahel
countries - of which he himself was one representative - were resolved with the help of their European partners and through their
own efforts, to build their economy, to review the problems of soil

treatment and conservation, and. to introduce a genuine water policy
in Africa.. This was where the arrangements under the EEC - AASM
Association for economic, technical and financial cooperation would
be particularly useful.
CPA/CP/275
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Mr DEWULF, Vice-President of the European Parliament and
acting chairman, drew attention to two important international
events in 1973 1 vizo the multilateral trade negotiations in GATT
and the negotiations for the renewal and enlargement of the Association Conventiono Europe had a conciDe part to play in both and
must show itself able to asswr1e its responsibilities towards the
rest of the worldo
He also drew attention to the intense diplomatic activity in
Africay vvi th a series of Pan-I.~.frican meetings to establish or
strengthen i1.frican solidarity and economic independence
He felt
that an association betvreen Europe and Africa~ both taken in the
widest possible sense, on the basis of genuine partnership, would
be an incentive to a more equitable form of cooperation between the
developing countries and the developed countries as a wholeo In
fact, the policy of e.. ssociation was quite compatible with 1~urope' s
world-wide responsibilities.. There was no more than a difference
of degree in the links between Europe and third countrieso Finally,
Mr DEWULF expressed the hope that the forthcoming International
Sugar Agreement, in which the Community and its Associates were to
participate, would be the test of this resolve to cooperate on
concrete problemso
o

The meeting was adjourned at 11o35 aomo

0

0
0
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4The meetin,g we.rs resumed rl.t 4./10 p"m, und.er the che.irmanship of I'/lr Dewrrlf r 'rcting chairman.
The Cha.irman inf ormed the Committee that the Afric an
group proposed. i![r I{ASSONGO as chairman to replace
Mr NG0?0 1V1n*83.
I\[r KASSONGO was unanimoirsly elected. Vic e-Cher,irma.n of the
Joint Committee.
1

J

.

.

Adopt i

on o f the d.raft

CP/26
Chairman proposed. a,s a.n amendment to
a,slend,a

CP

Ihe
the agenda that
theconsffiEsn-if-Item6bepostponed.r'mti1Thursd.ay'S
meetingr since the President-in-Office of the Council b.nd
Conmissioner Cheysson were d.eta.ined. in luxennbourg by eri"
iroportant E,EC meeting. Following l\llr Spdnale a,nd Mr- Dagadou"
the Chairma.n proposed that insteaaffi
shoffi'
inserted. to permit discussion on that day of the effects of
the dr_ought in the c ountrle s of the Sahel regi-on, which
dlrectly concerned the members of the Joint eommittee.
The Committee ad.opted.'bhese amendments to the agend.a"
2. A ovail of the mi-nut e s of the meet i_n of 26 , 27 a.nd. 28
a.nd. o
e c onstr ].tuen neer].ng o
Ihe
3

.

r-n N-l-nsrlasa
minutes were approrred.

of , a= qapri-orlgg
*ppoilrtr4?{tt
for the financi-l

oLlhe

?,Tnq.?l_ T?naggTent_ agc,,ouqt€

r

Mr FAll BABAHA, nominated b]r "bhe African group,
appointed. rapporteur by the Committee.

4. ligg]lqqr.on of the

ma.nag,ernent

wes

eccounts for the financlal

The Chai.rm?n proposed. that d.iscussion of the management
aecounts Ee TosTponed- until the autumn session in order to allow
whom the Committee had Sust appointed, sufficient
!1. liapport"Y",
time
to exa.mine the a,ccounts and. to present
hi; d.raft'report.
I
- ':j

5. Appointment of a raprrorteur on the_gth amual report on the
ac t ivit ie s o f the As soc iat ion-Uo-unc iT
"

rapport eur.

6. Discussion of
c

monet

."nd the l-r
1\[r FPENATE rec a1led

ountr].e s

relat ions
c e,t

1ons

group, was appolnted.

betwe en European a,nd. Afrie an
or tne r]-c an c ountrLe s

that he had originally

asked f or

this

item to Ee--Tmfi'r*ded in the agenda, At ffre ne6tins in Kinshasa
it had indeed seemed important that the African coilntries, whose
currencies Were linked rvith Jluropean cu.rrenctr ei,reas, shouid. look

lnto the ad.vantarges and disadvantages of sueh an a.rrangement.
A sec ond reason was that the pre sent c onfusion in int einat ional
monetaly relati-ons was a matter of concern to politlcal len.ders
everJrwhere. It was regrettable tha,t there vra.s no monetary lrnion,
cPA/c/275
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and none in Africa.
Union of this kind would imply acceptance
by the com1tries concerned of joint decision-making and a joint
issuing authority.
On reflection, ~.1r Spenale wondered whether thi.s i tern should.
be kept on the agenda and a full-scale debate opened at this
stage.
The situation was complex in the extreme and the Joint
Corunitteevs findings might well appear highly critical towards
certain countries.
For this reason, he proposed the adjournment
of this debate, but recommended that the African countries should
study the problem in depth amongst themselves.
The Committee decided to defer discussion on monetary
relations between European and African countries.
7. Discussion on the effects of the drought in the SAHEL region
and Community aid to the com1tries concerned
Mr FERRANDI 9 Director-General with responsibility for the
European Development Frmd, was invited by the Chairman to describe
the situation in greater detail than had been provided in the
international press.

As early as November 1972 the African countries affected by
the drought alerted the Committeeo
The EDF together with the
authorities of the countries concerned gave immediate consideration
to priority measures and a joint plan was drawn up covering:
- 1. the problems of transporting gift consignmentso

It
trs.nsport had
then to be provided to the outlying areas of the SAHEL region in
order to meet the needs of the stricken population.
The cost
of such transport ran to thousrtnds of millions of CFA francs;

was not enough to send cereals and milk powder;

- 2o the provision of seed for the next harvest as existing
stocks .had been exhausted;

•
•

- 3. com ensation for heav livestock losses by means of
aid to breeders in the form of subsl les pa1d out by governments
from the EDF;

- 4. storage problems, the purpose here being to anticipate
further per1ods of drought and to speed up the drilling of wellso
Total Community aid amounted to approximately 20 million u.ao
In addition the Community had sent 44,500 tons of cereals (barley
and maize) under its 1971-72 food aid programme a further 58?400
tons would be shipped by October under the 1972-1973 programme.
Parallel with this, Member States had provided bilateral assistance to the countries affected in the form of 37?500 tons of
cereals as food aid for the period 1971-1972 and a further 72,750
tons under their 1972-1973 programme.
CPA/CP/275
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Altogether, the Community and the Member States had made
a considerable effort 9 far beyond that of other industriali~ed
countries. And the Community was prepared to go even further •.
Transport was the most serious problem in providing food for
people in need and the Community had decided to make funds
available for the provision of transport into the very heart
of the SAHEL countries.
Over and above this emergency aid consideration should be
given to a mediunh·term and long-term policy incorporating a.
dam-building programme and a more rational livestock policy
under which goats and sheep would no lon{;er destroy the sparse
grass which provided pasture for nomadic flockso What was
needed here was a stronger type of grass. Finally 1 the
Commission's proposal to achieve stable prices for certain
products vital to the AASM 9 was highly reassuring and would
constitute a most practical form of economic aido

l

Mr OUEDDO (Chad) was gratified to note how effective
Community aid had been 2.nd how much had. been accomplishedo
HoweverSl :EDF funds should not be diverted from their initial
objective, and the emergency aid granted to combat the
drought should not drain the resources of the EDF and deprive
the countries affected of the mee.ns required to finance
infrastructure projects they had submitted to the Community.
On the contrary, supplementary aid should be provided to crop
and livestock farming over and above the funding of previously
planned projects to develop infrastructure in the five Sahel
c O'Lmtries.

•
•

Mr AIGNER, while advocating a speci2.l effort in the transport sector to prevent supplies from rotting in the ports,
felt it equally important for the Committee to set up a working
party with the ambassadors of the countries concerned to
organize assistance and forestall further catastrophes of the
same sort.
Mr BERSANI agreed vvith Mr Aigner•s proposal for a coordinating body for aid to the Sahel region. More rational water
consumption was one point which required study.. Fins,lly, the
press in the Member States should be informed of all that had
been done by the Community.
At this point in the discussion 9 the Chairman proposed that
the news media in the Member States should make a special effort
to draw attention both to the problems facing the stricken
countries and the assistance which had already been and was to
be provided by the Community; all this required the approval
of public opiniono He further suggested, that the Committee draw
up a statement on these problems.
Mr HARZSCHEL felt that the paramount need was for long-term
planning and a genernl progranune drawn up with the cooperation
of all the countries concerned.

CPA/CP/275

- 7 Mr FERRANDI pointed out in reply to eJ question by
Mr Bersani that the Council had recently taken two measures:

::

1. a measure approving 2"nd regu.larizing Commission action
to finance transport from the EDF of goods provided a.s gid by
the Community, the individual Nlernber States and even by third
countries.

2. a new measure authorizing the Committee to coordinate
air and sea transport for all forms of aid provided by the
Member States. This was not an easy task but it should prevent
. wastage caused by delays in forwarding aid to the stricken
population.

•
•

Speaking to Th'Ir Ferrandi,Mr SPENALE expressed the view that
the Commission representative tended to play down the effects
of the catastrophe, adding that ·he disagreed with him on a
number of points. Firstly, he asked the Director-General of
the EDF to make it clear whether or not emergency food aid
provided to the five countries in the disaster area was to be
deducted from the initial overall ceiling on EDF fu...11ds for a
certain number of projects which these countries had put forward.
At first sight, this would. not seem to be very generous and would
have the effect of penalizinG these countries since after payment
of emergency aid~ the EDF \Vould have no funds left to finance
much-meeded infrastructure projects and a programme to rebuild
their economies. Furthermore 1 although the African States had
alerted the Commission in November 1972~ the latter had failed
to inform Parliament and to sound the alarm e8.rly enough. Had
full use been made of all means of transporting food consignments
into the interior, rather than allowing the ports of Dakar,
Abidjan and Cotonou to become congested? In ~IT Spennle's
opinion, if there had been a 'Nar in the Sahel region, all necess8-ry
trr:,nsport would hr. ve been mobilized in one way or .3,nother and the
necessary funds would have been foundo
M:r F:SRRANDI assured Mr Spenale that the Committee had not
underestimated the extent of the drought. It vvas true that
the cost of transporting food to distribution points in the
interior had been paid by the EDF, since somebody had to pay
and a quick decision had been needed to prevent the goods from
perishing in the ports~
It was true that the funds from the BDP amo1mted to 20 million
u.ao, half of which was drawn from the appropriHtions for allocation to the 19 states and the other half from the funds earmarked
fo'r the Sahel cotmtries each according to what it had .~=t.ctually
received. If Parliament had not been informed of the measures
taken by the Community until April 1973, this was because the
Commission had worked discreetly and without fuss ever since
November 1972 1 its prime concern bein:S to meet the needs of the
Sahel countries as effectively as possibleo

CPA/CP/275
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requested the representative of the ·~~DF to prepe.re a
memorandum on the financing of the various aid operations
to the Sahel region from both Community and Member State
sources.

0

0

0

The· meeting was adjourned at 6.30 p.m.
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The meeting opened at 11.20 a.m., with Mr KASSONGO, Vicechairman, in the chair.
Further discussion .on the effects of the drought in the SAHEL
reg~,•n, and Community aid to the countries concerned
Mr SISSOKO, speaking as a renresentative of one of the
countries severely affected by dr.ought, pointed out that 60% of
the economy of his country and the neighbouring countries had
been destroyed. They would need 20 or 30 years to regain their
balance. The measures taken ·were safety measures and he was
grateful to the Community for having taken them. But this was
not sufficient; it was necessary to rebuild and ~repare for the
future. What had been granted ~n the way of emergency aid under
Art~ale 20 must not be deducted from the sum normally earmarked
by the Community for projects submitted by the five States which
had received emergency aid. Fu~thermore, the Community must help
these countries to find technical means of preventing the encroachment of the desert.
Mr KltMOSSI LULUNGU pointed out that his country, Zaire,
had done its best to help its African friends despite the limited
means at its disposal. The most valuable contribution Europe
could make would be to introduce methods of the kind used by
Israel for fertilizing the Neguev.
Mr SPENALE, in reply to Mr Kamossi Lulungu said he felt that
the Europeans should indeed provide the African countries with all
the modern techniques at their disposal, particularly in agriculture, but miracles should not be expected. What he thought would
be suitable was a large-scale progrmnme of small projects rsintroducing a number of practices in use some years ago, e.g.
creating a large number of breeding -units by giving breeders
three cows and a bull and then, after a few years, taking the
smne number back to give to others, leaving the breeder with the
remainder. Mr Spenale finally proposed a Sahel conference as a
permanent body with exceptional powers, which would coordinate the
action taken by the Co~nittee and the EDF, the French Fund for Aid
and Cooperation (F.A.C.) and other aid organizations of the States
concerned.
Mr PERRET pointed out that his country's government and those
of its neighbours had made a considerable effort to purchase additional food supplies as soon as they had realized that the harvest
would be poor. A national campaign to collect money and foodstuffs
had been launched and had proved a success. The President of the
Republic of Niger had also suggested a Marshall Plan for the Sahel
countries, and from this viewpoint it would be a good thing if the
Community continued its efforts.
CPA/CP/275
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Mr HfJmffiGNIES pointed out that the European Parliament had
adopted two resolutions and, in liaison with the Committee, kept
a close watch over Community aid.
Mr BOUDA pointed out that Co~nunity food aid had been most
appreciated by the people of his country. However, although
40,000 tons of cereals had been announced, only 9,000 tons had
reached Upper Volta by 25 June 1973. Admittedly distribution had
been difficult for lack of transportation and fuel. A quarter of
each consignment of millet, maize or rice vvas sold on the spot in
order to buy fuel. Aircraft had been used to drop supplies over
the more inaccessible areas, but they were no longer available and
the situation in Upper Volta was far from being under control.
Additional transport facilities are therefore n8eded to move
the supplies still lying in the ports of Abidje.n and Lome.
Looking to the future, a plan was needed to provide aid for
well-drilling and dam building.
Mr KARIN considered that the answer to the Sahel drought lay
in medium-term and long-term action and greater joint efforts on
the part of the countries concerned. He cited the case of his own
country, Somaliland, which in 1972 suffered a serious drought but
succeeded in curbing the extent of the disaster through appeals to
the local population, particularly civil servants who were asked
to give one month's salary.
Mr COULIBALY pointed out that his country, the Ivory Coast,
like all the other African countries, had tried to help its
neighbours. The press and radio had given vvide coverage to the
difficulties faced by the Sahel countries and to the relief aid
provided by the Community.
Mr GUEYE said that in Senegal all available means had been
mobilized at national level to help disaster victims. He hoped
with other speakers that EDF emergency aid would not affect the
appropriations normally earmarked for infrastructure projects in
the five Sahel countrieso On the contrary, the drought should act
as an incentive to the EEC to provide additional funds to build the
economies of the countries concerned.
Winding up the debate, the chairn1an proposed, and the Committee
decided to appoint a drafting committee to draw up a joint statement Qn the above-mentioned problems.
The following were app)inted to the drafting committee:

Mr SPENALE 7 rapporteur, Mr BERSANI and Mr H.ARMEGNIES 1 plus a member
from the delegations of MALii SENEGAL and DAHOMEY.

CPA/CP/275
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Furthermore, the chairman requested the services of the
Commission of the European Co1nmunities and the Parliament as well
as the secretariat of the J.~.frican group to draw up for the next
meeting in LOME a short document explaining what had been and was
being done to combat the effects of the drought.
The meeting was adjourned at 12.35 p.m.

0

0
0
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THURSDAY 28 JUNE 1973
~rhe meeting was opened at 10.20 a.m., with f/Ir DEWULF, acting
Chairman, in the chairo

8. Discussion, in the presence of the .f.1.ssociation Council o.nd
'Fhe Europec,n Commission, on the As soc ie~tion v s current problems
At the request of the Chairman, Mrs PETRY, President-in-Office
of the Association Council, summed up the current problems of the
Association, giving particular emph2.sis to the arrangements adopted
by t-he Council at its recent liJeeting in Port-Louis (See Annex II).
Mr CHEYSSON, IVIember of the Commission of the European Com..lTIunit:Les, also took stock of the situstion, with specin.l reference
to the forthcoming negotiations on the renewal of the Association
Convention (see Annex III).
After thanking the previous speakers r.n:r GUILLABERT said the,t
in h:Ls view the negotiations must begin at the end of September
as plannGd. Like ~'lr Cheysson, he considered thRt P.n overall
poliey on development s.id could best be achieved through a successful regiona.l approach th:.::Lt had force of example.
Referring to a newspaper article reporting remarks allegedly
made by Mr CHEYSSON implying that the principle of free trade
was :Ln jeopardy, Mr Guillabert called for some clarification from
the Commissioner himself. The AASM, he added, considered the
prineiple of free trade essential and must remain the starting
point of any discussion.
· Mr HARIVIEGNIES reminded the meetin,:s that the basic objective of
the Association was to eliminate economic imbalance between the
Member States of the Conventiona The Community therefore adopt
a generous approach, particularly when laying down import arrangements for products originating in the AASM~
Mentioning the work of the Colmc·il, in which he had taken part
as chairman and leader of the Belgian delegation, Nlr Harmegnies
pointed out that it was often difficult for the members of the
Council, as the appointees of their govermnents, to take decisions
which might seem to clash with nt.=rtiongl interests of certain social
and professional groups, especially European farmers. However,
the ministers were cquGl to their respor1sibilities Rnd more often
than not, were able to reach decisions which also took into account
the interests and wishes of the Associated countriesa
Mr K:1.HIN considered that, at the forthcoming negotiations, there
should be closer cooperation in the trade sector, especially between the partner states of the Association, in an attempt to give
genuinely effecti·ve support to AASM export revenue as called for
in the Commission's proposal. There should be a renewed effort to
encourage investment by adapting EDF aid to the present situation.

In short, new impetus should be given to this form of cooperation
and the enlarged Association strenethened without imposing readymade solutions.
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Mr CHEYSSON replying to Mr Guillabert explained what he had
meant in his statement on the concept of a free trade area. Free
trade should be established on practical lines \-vi thout overdue
regard for legal considerationso The main thing was to establish
a perman8nt contractual system between the trading partners that
was above GATT criticism. Europe should not be overdemanding,
particularly where reciprocal preferences were concerned.
Mr DAGADOU was gratifi&d to note that the President-in-Office
of the Counci! had stressed anew the Community's political resolve
to preserve the achievements of the Association.
The Africans should be clee,r in their minds and firm of purpose when it came to the content of the new Convention.
He hoped that the next meeting of the Joint Committee would
discuss in detail the memorandum presented by the Commission.
Finally 1 the delegate from TOGO hoped that the representative of
the Council would be able to confirm Mr Cheysson's stateme11t that
the ministers were in favour of the proposals contained in the
memorandum concerned.
Mr AIGNER considered that during the forthcoming negotiations,
the Europeans should take into account some of the extremely interesting proposals put forward in the Commission's memorandum,
adding that this implied a supplementary but indispensable financial effort. The negotiations should take place in a climate of
mutual confidence~ There should also be an extensive information
campai@l to capture the attention of the general public.
The third ED:B should be for 500 million Uo a. per annum, a
substantial figure perhaps but a necessary oneo
1

Finally, the speaker warned the Africans against the kind of
misguided investment that had occurred in European countries where
towns had become uninhabitable and the environment spoiled by
errors which should not be repeated.
Mr SISSOKO pointed out that it was the Joint Committee's task
to fight the fires burning within the Association., The ibanana
war' ~nhich had begun three years ago and occasioned lively debate,
was now over, as was the fruit and vegetable war, and Mr Cheysson
had just settled the quarrel between the advocates of a global
approach and the proponents of a regional strategy.
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revenue, he recalled that this crucial issue had been raised and
tenaciously pursued by the Joint Committee.

•
:v'

As to free trade within the Association, careful consideration
was essential. The AASM would welcome the rassociable' countries
if they applied to join the Association and would spare no effort
to achieve a rapprochement through pan-African meetings in Abidjan,
Addis-Abbaba and shortly in Lagos. But certain Member States of the
Community seemed to be in a great hurry and this was a possible
source of difficulty and confusion. It would be preferable for the
Europeans to allow the Africans to talk calmly with each other at the
Lagos Meeting and not to interfere. Once they had reached agreement,
the Africans would clearly state their position with regard to the
memorandum, which they approved as a whole although they might put
forward,,ertain minor amendments.
The President-in-Office of the Council, Mrs PETRY, spoke in reply
to the questions raised by various speakers. She confirmed what had
been said by 1lfr Cheysson, who at the last meeting of the EEC Council
of Ministers had expounded his views on the permanent and contractual
nature of arrangements for the free entry of goods, and had pointed
out that the Community was not asking for a system of preferences to
be granted by· the AASM. None of these points had been challenged by
the Council, which would no doubt return to them when the negotiations
began. At that time, the Community would put a proposal to the
Africans and this would then be discussed.
Meanwhile, before meeting the countries eligible for
association, the Community must decide its position on a certain
number of points contained in the Commission's memorandum. This was
particularly true for the stabilization of AASM export revenue.
Speaking bdth personally and in her capacity as Belgium's
representative, Mrs PETRY supported the Committee's views and stressed
her determination to do everything in her power to make the
negotiations successful.
As to whether there should be a single spokesman in Brussels at the
first major Euro-African meeting on 25 July, the Commu.nity had no
stipulation to make, but the President-in-Office of the Council said
she felt that it would be in their own best interests for the Africans
to have a single spokesman.
Mr SPENALE came back to what Mr Cheysson had said and recalled
that the free trade area had so far been considered as ons of the
keystones of the Association. In view of Mr Cheysson 1 s statement,
he said he would appreciate further explanations of what actually
.went to make a free trade area as this would clarify· both the current
situation and future developments.
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Mr CHEYSSON first referred to the negotiation procedure which
would be laid down at the conference of 25 July and expressed the
hope that during the opening days all the delegations would express
their views simply, frankly and directly, in the African manner, and
not adopt the style of European speeches customary in international
forums.
In reply to Mr SPENALE, he pointed out that the concept of free
trade as defined by GATT, was quite unambiguous. However, what
counted was the way it was put into practice •.
We should look beyond the term itself, which had become controversial, to the reality, which was that free trade was not practiced
in the same way by all countries. We must therefore draw the proper
conclusions from this political reality 'failing which we shall not
only find ourselves without applicants for association, but might
even run the risk of destroying the Association with our own hands'.
Finally, echoing Mr Aigner's words, Mr Spenale said he was convinced that with the enlargement of the Association on both the
African and European sides, a new philosophy would emerge, pointing
tho way to new relations between developing countries and industrialised countries(J
Sir Arthur Douglas DODDS-PARKER agreed with Mr Cheysson that
allowance should be made first and foremost for political reality,
even if there was little logic to it. It would be necessary to await
the outcome of the forthcoming meeting in Lagos to know what the
Africans desired.
As to the Community, it now seemf-.;d that it would no longer ask
for reverse preferences. This was a new and important factor. It
should be remembered in this COlLnection that Britain had for a long
time had the imperial preference system and that even the USA, although they often overlooked. this, had a preferential system with
Puerto-Rico, for instance. For this reason, he personally felt that
preferences within the Association were certainly acceptable.
As to the forthcoming negotiations, all the African States which
might be interested should be invited, including countries like the
Sudan, even though its trade was basically with the USA.
As for sugar, it would be desirable to conclude a European Sugar
Agreement to include members of the future Association.
With regard to the reconstruction of the economy of the Sahel
countries, every available method must be employed to regenerate livestock, including artificial insemination; in the desert areas of the
North, which were fertile at the time of the Roman Empire, reafforestation should be undertaken.
CPA/CP/275
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In conclusion, he agreed with Mr CHEYSSON, that the new
Association Convention should be built on new foundations which
would serve as a guide and example for other industrialised
countries to make radical changes in their relationships with
developing countries.
Mr Kl\MOSSI LULUNGU summed up the position in which the
Association found itself on the eve of the impending negotiations.
Zaire was in favour of the enlargement of the Association since
it would allow a regrouping· of African countries.
However,
enlargement must not jeopardize what had already been achieved.
He further observed that even though attempts had been made to
stabilize the prices of primary commodities, nothing had been done
to curb the rising prices of industrial products imported by the
developing countries.
The Europeans should continue to help
their African partners towards industrialization and hence the
production of more sophisticated products for sale on the external
market.
As to technical cooperation, assistance from foreign
experts was in the nature of first-aid until such time as nationals
could take over, and should not be viewed as a means of maintaining
an area of influence.
While EDF aid was appreciated, the scale
on which it was provided fell far short of· AASM requirements.
The_Chairman closed the debate.

g.

Discussion of a draft joint statement on the drought in the
SAHEL region

On a proposal from the chairman, Mr SPENALE, rapporteur,
summarised the contents of the draft statement drawn up by the
Drafting Committee.
Mr BOUDA, referring to paragraph 4, requested that it be
made clear that the efforts still necessary for the transport ef
food to the stricken populations must be made before the rainy
season.
After Mr PERRET and Mr SPENALE had taken the floor, the
Committee decided to word paragraph 4 as follows:
'Furthermore,
it has requested (instead_of expressed the hope) that the steps
still requ1red be taken as a matter of urgency' etc., meaning
that action must be taken before the rainy season, in accordance
with the wishes of the representative of Upper Volta.
Mr SISSOKO proposed an amendment to section (a) to the effect
that the funds used to meet the emergency should not be 'definitively'
charged to the European Development Fund and that at all events
the funds used on this occasion pursuant to Article 20 should not be
deducted from the a ro riations earmarked for financin the
proJects of
ssociated
ates.
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Communities, Mr PERRET and Mr SPENALE had taken the floor, the
Committee decided to adopt the amendment tabled by Mr SISSOKO.
Mr AIGiillR, referring to section (c) proposed that it be
made clear that all necessary steps should be taken to prevent
the encroachment of the desert and 'ensure that the extent of
similar catastrophes be reduced' (instead of 'prevent the
recurrence of similar catastrophes').
The Committee adopted this amendment.
Mr .AIGNER, taking up a suggestion made by several speakers,
requested the addition of a new section (d) stating that the
Euro ean Commission and the Associated States would draw tEe
necessary ~n erences
~s exper1ence an
ma e prov1s1on for
emergency plans.

On a motion f.rom the rapporteur, the Committee adopted this
amendment.
The draft joint statement thus amended was unanimously
adopted.
The meeting was adjourned at 6.40 p.m.
0

0
0

..
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FRIDAY 29 JUNE 1973
The mGeting opened at 10 o 30 a.m. with Nir KASSONGO, Vice-Chairman,
in the chair.
Mr BEHRENDT, who had not been present when the joint statement
was adopted, sald he wished to express his full approval.
He
pointed out that the European Parliament would continue to pay
close attention to the development of the situation in the SAHEL
region and would continue to support Community efforts to assist
in the rebuilding of the economies of the affected countries.
Mr BOUDA made a general statement to the effect that Upper
Volta would continue to contribute to the Association as long as
relations between Europeans and Africans were based on equality
and the Europeans were prepared to take into account the views
expressed by their African partners.
10.

Date and place of next meeting

The Chairman recalled that the Committee had already decided
in Kinshasa to hold its n2xt meeting in LOME, the capital of Togo.
Mr DAGADOU renewed his government's invitation to the Chairman
of the Joint Committee to hold the meeting in Lome between 25 and
31 October 1973.
Following these proposals, the Co1nmittee decided to meet in
LOME from 25 to 31 October 1973.
In conclusion, the Chairman thanked all the members for their
active participation.
The Chairman expressed the hope that the next Euro-African
Conference due to take place in Brllssels on 25 and 26 July 1973,
would afford the opportunity for valuable discussion and provide
the 'associable' countries with fuller information.
Recalling
the hope expressed by an African delegate, he invited the Europeans
to do nothing that might interfere with inter-I~..frican cooperation.
The meeting was closed at 10o45 a.mo
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ANNEX II
Speech delivered on 28 June 1973 by Mrs Ir~ne PETRY, Secretary
of State for Tievelopment Cooperation of the Kingdom of Belgium,
President-in-Office of the Association Council and of the Council
of the European Commm1ities, to the Joint Co~mittee of the Parliamentflry Confi~!rcncc of th;:; T:~:'!C-Aii.S~.1 ..·.. osooi~tion
Mr President,
Members of Parliament,
Your Excellencies,
Ladies and Gentlemen,
I would like first of all to refer to the meeting of the
Association Council of 15 June, an important event because it
marked our entry into the period of active preparation for the
negotiations on the establishment of a new system of relations
to following the expiry of the Yaounde Convention.
This is why I believe it would be useful to outline the form
these preparations are taking and look at the three elements into
which they may be broken dovvn. First of all, there is the Community, which has begun consideration of the Commission's memorandum
on future relations with the Associated States and the eligible
states referred to in Pr6tocol No. 22 of the Brussels Treaty of
22 January 1972. The Community, it is true, has not yet been able
to reach a final decision on the interesting proposals contained
in the memorandum. All the same, as you know, it has already
taken several procedural decisions, not least among them the calling of a preliminary conference, to be held in Brussels on 25 and
26 July, to which all the countries concerned 11ave been invited.
Secondly, the African states, as well as Madagascar and
Mauritius, are also undertaking active preparatory work.. The AASM
Coordinating Council met in Mauritius on 13 and 14 June. In addition, in a broader context, a meeting of l~frican ministers took place
in May in l1.bidjan.. At the end of May, the Heads of State or Government of the Organization of L.frican Unity, meeting in Addis Ababa
to mark the tenth anniversary of the OAU, discussed future relations
between .t.~.frica and the Conrrnuni ty
Finally, a meeting o.f the Associated States with the eligible Connnonwealth African States will be
held on 9 July in Lagos. All of us, aware that these preparations
will affect the future of reletions between our two continents, can
have no doubt that they will go a long way towards ensuring that
the coming negotiations will be held in the right conditions.
o

Thirdly, these separate talks h~ve been followed by discussions
between the Community and the J~.~.ssociated States in the context of
the Association Council.. The important meeting of 15 June last in
Mauritius narrowed the area of disagreement and cleared up misunderst;andings about the CommLU1i ty' s intentions, particularly on the
policy of association to be pursued with regard to the AASM.
Ir;.
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the op1n1on of those who took part in the Mauritius meeting, the
outcome achieved was highly significant in terms of the future of
our association.
On this point I would first of all like to repeat what I said
at Kinshasa and Mauritius, and that is to underline the Community's
intention to abide fully by its commitments as set out in Article
62 of the Yaounde Convention, l~ticle 36 of the Arusha Agreement,
and Protocol No. 22. This intention was clearly set down in th~
Community's invitation to the Heads of State or Government of the
Associated States and the states eligible for association referred
to in the Treaty of Accession.
This letter of invitation specifies that a preliminary-conference, to be chaired by the President-in-Office of the Council, will
be held in Brussels on 25 and 26 July; it will allow initial contact and discussion between the participants preparatory to the
negotiations themselves, which will begin as soon as possible.
In the light of this, and taking account of the political
importance which the Associated African States, Madagascar and
Mauritius, as well as the Community, attach to the conclusion of
a broadly based association, an appropriate framework will have to
be found by the Community for its future relations with the states
involved.
I would like, however, to draw the attention of your committee
to the provisions of Protocol No. 22 relating to the Associated
African and Malegaey States. As far as they are concerned, the
Protocol confirms the provisions of Article 62 of our Convention
while defining and extending their scope. "The new Convention to
follow the Convention signed on 29 July 1969", as Protocol No. 22
puts it, will ensure that the .~SM keep all they have gained from
the Association; at the same time, the Community's relations with
the AASM will bring the latter many new advantages and will be
based on measures which allow the Association to retain its unique
character in the sectors of trade relations, financial and technical
cooperation, and joint institutions.
~

As far as a date for the start of the negotiations proper is
concerned, the Comraunity suggested that the July conference would
offer an opportunity of fixing one in agreement with the Associated
States. The Community also stated that the negotiations would be
conducted on its behalf by the Commission, in close liaison with
the Member States and the Council of the European Communities.
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-3During the discussion which followed this important statement
by the Community, the Associated States raised several questions
both of a fundamental and procedural nature.
As far as the
procedural questions were concerned, and leaving aside the subject
of the letter of invitation, which had been addressed to their
Heads of State or Government, they felt that, considering the
excellent relations it enjoyed with the Associated States, the
Community should have taken the precaution of consulting them.
They pointed out that, in the absence of prioT contacts with the
AASM, the Community had acted outside the terms of the Association
Convention.
Among the fundamental questions, the Associated
States asked· the Community to give details on the choice between
the three formula8 proposed by Protocol No. 22.
They also
wanted information on the Community 1 s position regarding the free
trade area.
Since these questions are still being considered
by the Community, the Association Council was not required to
answer them.
It has in fact concentrated on questions relating
to the nature of the conference, procedural matters and the date
of the negotiations proper.
Asked whether the conference of 25-26 July did not constitute
a meeting designed expressly for the information of the Commonwealth countries elegible for association, rather than a
preliminary conference in the real sense of the term, the
•
Community replied that, in its view, the preliminary conference
in July would allow initial contacts to be made and these would
do much to improve the information available to the eligible
states before the negotiations begin.
During this discussion,
the Community would have the opportunity to make known its
position on the major issues.
At the same time, the Associated
States and the eligible states could clarify their own attitudes.
The Community underlined the important role that the Associated
States would play in this exchange of information, thanks to the
experience they had gained from their ten years of association.
On the other hand, the Associated States wondered whether
the fact that the negotiations would not start 18 months before
the expiry of the Yaounde Convention might not prejudice the
advantages thE?y had gained - advantages which the Community had
claimed it wished to safeguard.
With this in mind, they asked
the Community whether, pursuant to Article 62 of the Convention,
the actual negotiations could open between 15 and 20 September
next.
I must emphasize that the Community's answer to this
question was perfectly clear and designed to remove all remaining
doubts.
At the meeting in Mauritius I made the following statement on the matter, which received ~he full support of the
Associated States:
·
"In any event, the Community will at the preliminary conference
and thus before 1 August, make proposals on the rules of procedure
to be applied at the negotiations, and in particular, on the date
on which they are to begin.
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In view of the expiry date of ·the Yaounde Convention, the
Community is aware that the negotiations will have to begin as.
early as possible after the summer holidays, and whatever happens
before the end of September".
It is not difficult to understand the disappointment felt by
the Associated States that the questions of substance were not
dealt with immediately; the Community is, however, doing all i·t ·
can to ensure that answers to these questions are received by the
Associated States in good time to allow them to contribute still
more actively to the success of the Conference. The fact that the
Community and the Associated States are committed to proposing
that the negotiations themselves begin before the end of September
strikes me as -being of major importance and one of the factors
which has enabled us to reaffirm our common political will to
witness the accession of the greatest possible number of eligible
states which have expressed an interest in the Association.
+
+

+

Mr President, I would like to refer now, very briefly, to the
other matters which the Association Council dealt with at the
Mauritius meeting. The Community was able to agree on an improvement of the arrangements for fruit and vegetables imported from the
AASM, which will remain valid until the expiry of the Yaounde
Convention. This somewhat thorny question should therefore not
cause us any more trouble for some time to come. The solution agreed
upon involves the extension of the marketing timetable,on a dutyfree basis, in accordance with the .second proposal made by Mr Jean
REY, the President, on his goodwill mission. Of course, the) question
will have to be re-examined in the context of future negotiations.
In the second place, the Association Council agreed to an
exemption from the rules of origin for certain textile products
exported by Mauritius; this was done in the spirit of the
declaration annexed to the Port-Louis Agreement to allow the new
Association State to adapt its production arrangements in respect
of the products in question to the Association's requirements.
Thanks to the efforts of all the Associated States, it proved
possible to increase the quantities benefiting under this exemption
by an amount which should allay the anxieties of the Mauritius
. authorities.
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the quantities (9 1 000 tons, where the AASM hsd asked for 50,000
tons), nor the practical arrangements planned by the Community to
give effect to its declaration of principle of 10 October last were
considered acceptable by the Associated States, so that the issue
of sugar remains open.
The Community went on to provide information on the state of
its talks with the Mediterranean countries. These negotiations,
which will be held within the framework of a global policy, will
nevertheless give priority to relations with the Maghreb countries,
Spain, Israel and Malta, and are expected to lead to agreements
containing separate sections on trade, cooperation and labour. The
agreements would enter into force on 1 September 1974. The AASM
pointed out th&t the countries concerned, some of which, incidentally, are African states, are exporters of products which compete
directly with their own.
In a related field, the Community informed the Association
Council of the progress of the talks with Brazil, which produces
cocoa-butter and soluble coffe8, and which is of course requesting
concessions for these products. It had been understood that the
1\A~~ would be informed of the draft directives for the negotiations
so that they could give their reactions, but, whilst having every
sympathy for Brazil's position, they had already pointed out that
a change in the Community's tariff policy for these products would
seriously affect their trade, and they requested that no measures
be taken until the Commission had given further study to the state
of the market.
We also discussed the forthcoming multilateral talks in GATT.
In this connection broth the Community and the Associated States
drew the Jl.ssociation Council's attention to the declarations made
at the Paris Summit. On that occasion, as is well known, the Heads
of State or Government of the nine Member States reaffirmed the
Community's determination to encourage the development of international trade; this determination was to apply to all countries
without exception. The Community then went on to declare itself
'ready to participate, as soon as possible, in the open-minded
spirit that it has already shown, and according to the procedures
laid down by the IMF and the GATT in negotiations based on the
principle of reciprocity. These should make it possible to
establish, in the monetary and co~mercial fields, stable and
balanced economic relations, in which the interests of the developing countries must be taken fully into account'.
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For their part, the Associated States referred to the
African Charter on Cooperation, Development and Economic Independence, adopt~d in May 1973 at Addis Ababa by the Heads of State
or Government of the Organization of African Unity. This Charter
establishes objectives which the African governments are committed
to defend at the multilateral trade talks, the most important
among which are the adoption of effective joint measures to put
an end to the continued deterioration in trading conditions for
African countries.
At the proposal both of the Associated States and the Co~~
unity, a procedural agreement was reached under which informative
and consultative talks would be held by the individual Association
bodies during the preparatory·phase and during the negotiations
themselves, on the understanding that joint meetings would take
place on the spot, that is at the meeting of the GATT Preparatory
Committee (in July) as well as at the GATT ministerial conference,
during which the actual negotiations would be opened (in September
in Tokyo).
By adopting this plan of action, moreover, the Association
Council gave direct effect to the resolution on the ninth ~tnnual
Report cf the Association Council, adopted at the end of last
March at Kinshasa by the parliamentary Conference of the Association. You will remember that the Conference had expressed the wish
in this connection that cooperation between the Association partners should be continued at the present level or even intensified.
But the Association Council's interest was attracted by a
whole series of other points in this resolution, as well as two
other resolutions adopted on the same occasion by the Parliamentary Conference. As far as the future of the Association was
concerned, particular emphasis was placed on the need to avoid any
moT~ to deprive the Association of its 'partnership' content and
to transform it into a mere aid agreement, the requirements of
market stabilization and the growth of exports from the Associated
States, and to strict compliance with the provisions of Article 62
of the Yaounde Conventiono

•

As far as the Community policy of cooperation a11d development
is concerned, I would like to refer to the exemplary cooperation
that has already been established. In order to promote coordination of activities by the Association partners in international
organizations for economic cooperation and development, we should
like to see the existing dialogue improved still further. As you
know, a broad concensus already exists between us in these areas.
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I would not like to complete this summary of the activities
of the Association Co1.mcil without mentioning a matter of great
concern to public opinion, namely the dramatic consequences of
the drought in the Sahel countries. The European Parliament
adopted a resolution on this subject on 30 May last, of which
Mr SPENALE, who drew up the report, has already informed you.
There can be no question as to the effectiveness of the emergency
aid supplied to the unfort1.mate inhabitants of those countries,
in particular by the Corrununity and by the Member States.
The
Associated States, at the Associated Councio meeting, expressed
their gratitude of the action taken, both under the terms of the
Yaom1de Convention and on a bilateral level.
The consequences of this vast hwnan tragedy, which it is ou~
task to try to relieve, will be with us for several years. So
many vital parts of the national resources of these countries
have been lost that, left to themselves, they would be unable to
make an economic recovery in a reasonable period. They have
therefore expressed the wish that immediate measures be taken in
various specific sectors to help in rebuilding their shattered
economies, and that these actions, moreover, should not have to
rely solely on the European Development Fund.
I personally believe that solidarity between Europe and Africa
should continue to play a full part in a sector where it is absolutely vital. The decision to entrust the task of coordinating
completed or proposed studies, as well as proposed measures for
the reconstruction of the economies, to a coordinating committee
based in Ouagadougou will undoubtedly increase the impact of this
act of solidarity. Tomorrow, embracing new countries and new
areas, may it provide the iillpulse for fruitful cooperation to help
us attain that better future for which we all so fervently strive •

•
I
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Speech by Mr CHEYSSON j' Member of the Commission of the European
Communities, to the Joint Committee of the Parliamentary
Conference of the Associe,tion, Bruges 1 28 June 1973.

,.

It is a pleasure and. an honottr :for me .to speak today before
the Joint Committee a11d to be t:tble to inform it of the Commission's
proposals and, perhaps even more importantly 1 convey the impressions and ideas which are begj_nning to emerge on a European
level in preparation for the i_mportant talks d.ue to get under way
during the coming montb.s
o

•

'

To talk about this for the first time before the Joint
Committee is particula:::::-l;y significant, since this parliamentary
institution is one of the characteristic features of the Association; it is a characteristic whjch some people 9 it is true, find
S1.J.Xprising 51 which is strange -rvhe:l one calls to mind some other
attempts at parliamentary rela-tions -· the Cor.amonwealth Parlia'"='
mentary Associe.tion:> for exa.mpl2., What certainly is original,
however, is that the agreement establishing the Association
included this mixed parliamentary body among its institutions.
According to what I have read in the verbatim reports and heard
from various quarters~ this forum a1lows very open and free discussions, which in my opinion are extremely valur:>,ble.
Since I have been a member o£ the Commission, debates of
parliamentary institutions of the Association ho.ve come under
discussion in the European P.:1.rliament on two occasions - as
Sir Douglas Dodds-Parker will certainly recall very well, since
he, like Mr Spenale:- spoke on each oceasion: one of these was in
connection with the parlj_8.mentary meeting in the context of the
Arusha agreement, parallel to your own ·-- a meeting which was held
last November in Nairobi ~ and the other in connection with that
most important j;Jarliamentary conference in Kinshasa.
On each occasion I yvas very impressed b;y the great interest
of the European ~parlirtmentar:Lans who had te.k2n part in these
meetings. A thing that struck me particularly during the latter
debate was that the great !~!D..J oritj' oZ members vvho spoke at
Strasbourg were Br::i.tish{" I think that this may be taken as an
indicationof how pleasantly surprised these members have been at
the quality of debates in this field~ I believe that you have
developed a method of frn11k discussion wj-d_ch seems to me to be
very importc:tnt between nations thcJ.t he.ve completely different
economic problems and cultu.ral.y sociological~ and political
environments.
I have been lucky enou.gh in ::-ny careE~r to have spent 15 years
in developing countries .3,nd I hc-~ve alw2ys fo1.u1d that the most
worthwhile thing for me haD been. to seek to 1mderstand the real
problems of these countriesn Europeans like us can learn a lot
and can understand a loto To some extent~ of course~ this is
achieved through discussions r~1i administrative level, between
governments and their diplomats, but is also happenss and perhaps
more effectively, away from diplome.tic salons and governmental
meetings 9 by direct contact bef.weeil people? a~d who can better
understand~ listen, better express themselves~ than those who,
in one way or another 1 possAss a mandate to represent their people.
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That is why I think thr:.t there :..s an element of originality
in this Association, and it seems to me that all those who have
had a hand in creating it have a right·to be proud.
0

0
0

I have thus begun to speak of the Association and of factors
which, to go by some years' experience should, in my opinion, ·give
rise to reflection in Afric2v 7 in Europe and - this is something
I would like to say more Etbout at the end of my remarks -;- throughout the entire world. Looking at the way this Association has
developed over a period of time, I believe that it hns given
birth to a series of quite original features and it would be a
pity if these did not become more widely recognized, perhaps even
more widely available.
These features are indeed so original th~t they often invit9
criticism from others. Why should you find this surprising? But
why not be proud of the fact that others are able to criticize?
This remark is of course inadequate in itself: it should be
rounded off by the wish, which we all ought to entertain, that
others may come to recognize the elements of this experience,
possibly in the context of free discussion, if ·necessary adding
their own improvements. No political system, n.nd this is a purely
political issue, no political system should be inflexible; but
once these improvements have been obtained, we can only hope that
others may progressively achieve the success that this Association
has achieved.
In this connection, I would like to refer to two basic problems
which I consider very important. First of all I would like to
bring up that cle,ssic argument, which calls to mind the best
scholastic agru.ments of the Middle .l'\.ges, between globalism and
regionalism. You might think that I am very stupid, but I ·do not
understand; or rather yes, I do understand the a~gument for
globr.\lism by those who are determined to do nothing, because by
starting at a global level it is easy to ensure that problems
assume such a magnitude that they will be declared insoluble.
Once you arrive at this situation, no e.mount of brilliant rhetoric
will ever lead to any action being taken •

•
1

Many years of discussions 1 often discussions of a very high
quality, have unfortunately proved this to be true. Is there any
point in recalling all the debates which have taken place in the
various assemblies or other institutions of the United Nations?
I doubt that anyone could improve on what has been said at the
various UNCTAD meetings, or at the United Nations.
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Bxperience has shown that whenever problems are tackled from
the start'on a world-wide scale, no progress is made. The reason
for this is very simple~ take a number of European countries and
ask them to make a list of exceptions which are vital to them in
view of their own economies 7 covering all products from all parts of
the world. When all the exceptions have been added together - and
each one in itself is justified - you end up with a list covering
absolutely everything that can be imported9 and as a result - if one
includes the restrictions which the United States, Japan, the
European countries, and the entire industrialized world all want to
apply -liberalization of trade, which would be so desirable, becomes
impossible to achieve.
Think about the stabilization of raw material prices: This or
that country might perhaps be prepared to take action on a particul9:r
raw material that does not particularly affect its own economy; but
if you lump all the industrialized countries together, the final
result of all their discussions will be nil, just like it has been,
let's face it, throughout the 15 years that the matter has been under
discussion.
In other words, experience shows that yDu do not progress by
trying to tackle all of the world's problems on a global scale. So
if you are more pragmatic and less intelligent - and on this pe.rticulc,r l~v . .~l, I my~elf don't feel very intelligent at all - you come to
the conclusion that groups of countries brought together by history,
geography, and economic ties really can achieve unexpected results.
And if these results are of such a magnitude that the rest of the
world cannot ignore them, then y·ou have a real chance of impressing
the rest of the world.

•
'

Let's say it in concrete terms. Suppose that preferential
relations are established between Europe and Africa, in other words
that Europe gives preference to Africa vis-a-vis other continents of
the Third -\YVorld. Suppose we can reach agreement on the Commission's
proposals - which the individual European governments have not yet
accepted - that Europe should in future institute a sy·stem of
stabilizing export revenue 7 so that a bad harvest would not mean the
sudden collapse of the development plans of an African country.
Resources must be available to ensure that some speculative action
on the other side of the world does not lead to an abrupt fall in
prices tllht ·,1ould mean the loss of export revenue for an African or
G:aribbean country which was in no way to blame for the speculative
action, and thus the collapse of developments planned by the
political authorities. Suppose that we finally· achieve such a system
of revenue stabilization between Europe and Africa - even if it is
incomplete and does not apply to as many products as we would like this would at least show that the theories developed at the various
UNCTATI conferences could at last begin to be put into practice. At
the next world meeting we would be able to say to those who have not
yet granted free entry to their markets, who have not instituted this
system of revenue stabilization, we will be able to say to them: how
can you dare not to do this ? That is the moment when other countries
too will perhaps make the same choice, leading to a situation in
which, there will be no further point in remaining tied to preferential arrangements, a situation in which the whole world will be
able to act according to economic realities.
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which has long been a.conviction of mine, formed not during my
few weeks at the Commission of the European Communities, but
during a period of years when I hadthe honour to serve you,
Gentlemen, when for five years I was an official of yours, when
it was my privilege to serve countries in Asia and Nor:th Africa
(Algeria); I want to reaffirm my con:viction that there is just
one possible way of making any progress on a world-wide level;
and that is by setting a regional example of such significance that
the whole world is forced to take now.
Gentlemen, if you were not convinced, I would put a question:
there is a man in Addis Ababa who in my opinion possesses great
wisdom and whom I like very much; the man I am thinking of - and
I would not express myself in ·this way· if I were speaking of
Ethiopia's Head of State, whom we all respect greatly - is the
Secretary General of the Economic Commission for Africa, Robert
Gardiner. This man has been in the service of the United Nations
for many years. Why do·.you think Mr Gardiner, a person with a
very,J.,.independent mind, is so much in favour of a serious, thorough
and searching study of the Commission's memorandum? It is simply·
because he has had enough of listening to the same things, debate
after debate, without any result; and because he is convinced
that if ideas such as those proposed by the Commission were applied
to all of Africa, then the whole world would make progress. That
is my first point.

t

The next point should be treated somewhat more circumspectly,
given that I am a European', but it seems to me just as important.
In what I have said I.have always referred to Africa as a whole.
I don't believe that a European can ever say anything else.
As a continent, you have had your share of troubles and divisions.
This continent, now that it is free, has decided to work towards
African unity; the specialists have elaborated all the details,
every African country has proclaimed its intention with the utmost
vigour, the Heads of State or Government have solemnly endorsed
it. I believe that whatever happens, it should never be possible
for any proposal made by a non-African country or countries, or
by a community organization such as ours, to be used or represented
as being divisive. What Europe now has to offer in its talks
with the African countries is being offered to all African
countries that may wish to avail themselves of it. Looking at
the path towards African unity to which - as your Heads of State
or Government reiterated only a fevv weeks ago - you have decided
so resolutely to commit yourselves, we say this: Gentlemen,
we hope that, together, you will work with us, and our dreamand I say this quite categorically - our dream is that you will
all work with us together in a single form of association.
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that for five years placed me at the head of a technical organization of yours, an organization in which all the independent African
countries, both French-speaking and English-speaking, were represented, perhaps this made me; more aware of it. At any rate, we
would like to see all of A:fric::\ with us in this Association, and
if possible on a single basiso This point, and I believe it was ·
the most important one to emerge from the meeting of the Council
of Ministers on Monday and Tuesday in Luxembourg, has been recognized by all European governments as an objective that all of us in·
Europe would like to attain. Despite what certain newspapers may
have said, the nine EEC countries were m1animous on this point~ we
would like to see all African countric;s adopt the same system of
association with us, because then we would know that it could
develop in Africa without provoking family quarrels, without
countries becoming involved in arguments about who had chosen the
most advantageous or politically wisest system. We would like you
to stand togethor in your relations with us.
But tQ.is all-African edifice, if this is indeed something you
want to strive for, must be based on certain realities. For one
thing, you have had a great deal of experience with the positive
matters I have mentioned; for another, we Europeans hope very much
that you will not turn your backs on the experience you have shared
with us and that you will want to remain associated with us in the
saiTie way that you have been. If that i.s what you do want - Mrs PETRY,
the Belgian Secretary of State, referred to this on behalf of the
Co~mcil of M~nisters - you have an absolute and inviolable guarantee
from the Europeans that everything that has been gained. will remain
available to you, that all the advantages which have been incorporated in our Association Q~til now will still be available to you in
the future~ this guarantee on the part of the European governments
is unconditional and can be taken absolutely at face value.
What this means is that the financial aid which has been granted
during the past years will be maintained, maintained in real terms,
of course, and not merel~ at its nominal value ..
What this also means is that the Associated States will be able
to take part in the implementation of the agreement and, particularly
in the framework of the joint institutions of the Association, they
will be able to direct its applicati' lo
This means above all that free entry of essential produce to the
Common Tviarket will be guaranteed. How will this be done? This is
where we come to an interesting question.
Free entry must be assured on the basis of stability and permanence. There is no question of free entry for just one year,
involving an annual meeting with a lot of eminent gentlemen from all
over the wor1~, and the question~ Gentl2men? Do you agree to a
continuation? Trade, economic relations, cannot be organized «n an
annual basis or even on a basis of five-year periods. The free entry
CPA/CP/275/l~.III
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all of Africa (and when I say Africa, I mean Africa south of the
Sahara) - must be guaranteed on a permanent and not on a temporary
basis. It will have to be permanent and organized in such a way
that it cannot be undermined by third parties.

...

Now, somebody once said to me that no one would object to this.
That is being rather optimistic. I could give you a whole list of
objectors here and now. Who are they at the moment? They are the
countries that do not benefit from the preferential arrangements
which Europe offers Africa. All of them object. They include also
industrialized countries that t.s"'te no intention of granting similar
preferences, or of opening their markets. I do not have to name
names. So, objections by others to the preferential arrangements
granted by Europe must not be allowed to undermine them. Preferences
granted by Europe to produce from the Associated States must be permanent and should not be open to challenge under international rules
and regulations.
This preferential system, and this is the third point, should
also be contractual. Why? Because it is our intention to set up a
quasi-permanent system of relations between Africa and Europe and,_
within this quasi-permanent system, equality between the partners
must be established and respected absolutely; also because it is
essential that tho parties to the Association should work together
permanently, and it should therefore never be possible for Europe,
un~laterally, to extend or alter what will have been incorporated
in the Association agreement.
Where facilities or advantages are granted unilaterally, there
is a very serious danger that unilateral changes or extensions will
follow. I think that is evident. Take an example~ Europe has
decided on a system of generalized preferences. hll right, when
Europe wants to extend its generalized preferences to another country,
it consults you, because you enjoy association status; but it does
not consult other countries, because as far as they are concerned the
granting· of generalized preferences was· a unilateral concession, not
the result of a contractual agreement, thus leaving Europe with
complete freedom to make any unilateral change it pleases. It is
therefore essential that the preferential system which already exists
between the Associated States and Europe - which in future will, let
us hope,,i~c~u a grc~t~auy more ~ssocidtos- sh~ULd bd c contractual
systor~1. gJ..Vl.ntg .you tJi~ r1ght to (;X8.ffilnc nny ·change 1n the system or any
extons1on of 1 to
·
What we need, then, is a permanent, contractual, preferential
system that is not open to challenge by international authorities.
Of course, the fact that a preferential system exists in Europe for
your products, and very soon now for those of your neighbours, must
not pl~ce any burden on you. This must be made absolutely clear and
I want to be quite categorical~
we are not asking, and under no
circumstances should we ask, for a preferential system in reverse.
CPfvfCP/275/Ann.III
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for financial sacrifices from those countries with which we are or
would like to be associated.. The right of every Associated State to
maintain or to establish customs duties or equivalent levies, this
right must be clearly emphasized. It should be made plain, indsed,
that wherever it is necessary to protect the economy of a country or
to provide budget appropriations, each lissociated State should have
the right, on the basis of its own decision and subject only to a
brief consultation with the Co~nunity, to maintain or to establish
customs duties or equivalent levies.
To recapitulate, then, the condition$ that must be met to· establish a really meaningful system of preferences applicable to products
from the Associated States exported to Europe are as follows~ it must
be permanent, it must be based on contracts; it must not be suscept-,
ible to challenge by international organizations such as GATT; it
must involve no reciprocal preferences9 it must not interfere with
theinalienable right of each Associated State to maintain or to
establish customs duties or equivalent levies.
You may be thinking that my opinion is perhaps interesting but
that I am wasting your time by expounding it at such length. However,
at the risk possibly of being rather indiscreet, I can tell you that
I have said exactly the same thing, expressed in the same terms that
I have just used here to you, to the Council of Ministers, who llave
unanimously supported the conditions I have just outlined. You thus
have a basic definition of the way the European com1tries are thinking; but it should be made clear that negotiations are about to start
and that the way Europe is thinking is therefore only one of the
factors to be taken into consideration, because it is otrr hope - and
once again may I quote what I told the Council of Ministers - that
all the interested countries will want to adopt the same form of
relations with Europe. If, as a result, all the states felt. that one
of the proposals should be changed, the Community would re-examine
its position. In other words, our first priority is that, if you so
desire, all of you in Africa should become associated with us on the
same basis.. Under these conditions we would say to you that you can
retain, without exception, everything that has been agreed between
us in the past. As far as the free er1try of your exports to Europe
is concerned, as well as the preferential system which we are offering you, we will say that we believe it should be contractual, permanent, not open to dispute and that, under it, each Associated State
should have the right to impose levies or import duties.
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That is what we will s~y to youo
But if, on one~ these
points 7 all the African States were to say to us that we were
wrong, then - because we want to see all the African States
around the same te,ble-the Community would be prepo,red to reexamine its pesitiono
That is what the Commission hP.s prpposed.
I am not going to say to you the.t the governments have endorsed this position une.,nimously~ but I do SE\Y that the course we
have proposed has now been accepted.
I am now going to be asked 7
of course, why I spoke of several formulae?
Becn~se, unfortunately,
it is possible that some ~ the African states won't accept the .
formulae you know and would wish to continue; in such a ce.se, we,
the Community, would like to have from our. governments the
authorization to cnnsider a less complex formula.
But vvhat I
am going to say may sound paradoxica.l~ It is my hope that we shall
never have to make the choice between the three formulae;
for if
all cf you agree on the most complete of the formulae, the one
worked out by you yourselves, the J'\.ssocie.ted States, this formula
which comes so close to the.very theories which the nationalists,
rightly 7 propounded before the various interna.tional bodies (in thgt
respect you are well ahead of the rest of the world) then there simply
won't be G.ny need to choose between the three formulae, because
everybody will go for the same one; that is to say the most comprehensive one, namely yourso
That is the crux of the mattero
It is a great challengeo
These are political negotiations of great importance insofar as
their regionc,l nature will inevitably hsve global consequences,
and because the whole of Africa is not something th;:::.t can be ignored
anywhere in the world, so that what we 9 re going to do~ -you and
your African colleagues together with us Europenns - will have a
world-wide significance.
What this perhc\ps represents is the
beginning of the establishment af this type of permanent system of
relations between industrialized and developing co1..mtries of this
type of assDciation, bssed on the very concepts developed by you
in the framework of the Yaounde Convention.
Undoubtedly, this·
trend will become more and more widespread in the world of tomorrow.
This is a great dree.mof mine;
I find it very symbolic that it was
at the same meeting of the Council of Ministers that~ on the one
hand~ these ideas were recognized as reasonable 9 and~ on the other,
we 1 the Commission 1 received authorisation to negotiate with the
North African countries, the 1\fiediterrrtnean countries, with a view
to establishing a system of relations characterized by permanent
free trade (as is already the CFtse, 8-S you know, with :;~gypt,
Lebanon, Morocco, Tunisia e. nd many other countries) and when I say
permanent I mean guaranteed by contracto
At the very moment, therefore, thn.t the .t:i:uropean governments are
beginning to recoe;nize the most desirable course but are waiting for
you to say what you want - for it is up to you in
Africa, to decide
what is to become of this Association? at the very moment when
specific authority has been given to the Commission to negotiD,te
agreements with the North Africe.n countries- which, although they are
individusl agreements on this occ2sion, nevertheless result from the
same will to place trade and financial aid on the permanent footing
essential to the promotion of genuine development in each of these
countries - it is in fact your decision which will be paramount.
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more than just Africa~ more than just your 19 countries,and which
can be of tremendous importanceo It is because I am so convinced
cf this, lVIro President, that I have spoken at such lengtho
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